important institute committee meeting

representation of two societies

on committee to be discussed.

an extremely important meeting of the institute committee is to be held today at 8:15 p.m. at the advertising bureau. at this meeting the question of denoting representation on the committee to the wireless society and the Architectural societies will be discussed. reports will be received from the sub-committees of the institute committee. that the question of denoting representation on the wireless society and the Architectural societies is of great importance is needless to state. in the opinion of many of the men at the time many too many societies represented in the committee. as the wireless and the Architectural societies have been the most mentioned in the criticisms. it has been decided to get the opinion of the committee upon the subject. all members of the society and any others who may be interested are earnestly urged by the committee to be present at the meeting today. the most important part of the committee to be received today is that of "tax day," all-tech smoker, circulation and by-laws, the treasurer and the finance committee.

finance committee.

all activities show that they are free of debt this year.

last night six members of the finance committee met for a napper in the union, and then they adjoined to the tech show office, where the regular meeting was held. the show report was read first, and it was shown that except for the extra expense of the new york trip that the show was keeping within the budget made at the beginning of the year. an informal statement was made that the opera house was nearly sold out on the basis performances.

then the report of the auditing committee was given. almost all the books have been examined, and all activities are solvent. after a considerable discussion of the books and of the report of the committee on bulletins was given. the boards are to be set up in the union today.

then it was decided that an audit be made of the books of each activity when the books are transferred to the newly elected treasurers. all treasurers are expected to clear up their accounts as far as possible by the next meeting, which comes may 8th, at the technology club. for this meeting all treasurers are expected to have ready a graphic diagram on their lab blotting paper showing the inter-relation of all important items throughout the past year.

the reports of all activities, except the "concerning m.i.t." committee, the mining society and the mechanical engineering society were received.

the final meeting of the year is to be held may 8th, at the technology club. the members being the treasurer of "pa" cohans, who are a graduate member of the committee has been of invaluable aid to the treasurers.

shoes that represent

the character of the man who wears them—that assist him in presenting himself at his best.

that is the distinctive characteristic of the shoes we present to you in many desirable, dependable lines.

prices $5 to $10.50

coes & stodder

men's shoe shop

10-14 school street

young man's fancy

turns at this season, not only to "thoughts of love," but as well to the proper raincoat in which to follow his quest. we can start him joyously on his way. he will find in our immense stock what he has been thinking of, but could not decide upon. he will find at all of our stores best values possible, at reasonable prices, and every courtesy and consideration.

suit or overcoat $25.00 to $50.00

burrke & co., inc. tailors

harvard sq. cambridge. 10 school st. 641 washington st. boston

andover, mass.

what is life insurance

something which cannot be burned, lost, stolen, misapplied, attached or depreciated in any way. it remains intact for you, is negotiable and guaranteed to increase in value every year.

good intentions delay generally product results. life insurance is good intentions capitalized.

charles h. johnson, m.i.t. '03

representing

new england mutal life insurance co.

chartered 1835

telephones [main 9971] 176 federal st. boston, mass.